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Do you have a policy regarding portable swimming pools and kiddie pools?
No, but we don't allow the large above ground pools
***
not allowed
***
We pay the water bills and do not allow resident's to have swimming pools.
They also hinder mowing. We have included that as part of the lease.
***
we require that there must be an adult present at all times when in use and
they must be drained and stored when not in use
****
Reworking the lease...we do not allow pools as a general practice
****
In House Rules we have the following: "Swimming pools shall be small enough
to break down after each day's use and stored behind the apartment. A small
child's swimming pool is one that is not over 12" tall or 5 feet in diameter. Do
not leave a water filled pool unsupervised".
****
We allow kiddie pools less than 12" deep, and a person over 18 has
to be within sight at all times there is water in the pool. It must
be drained immediately when finished, and they can only fill it once a day.
***
We discourage portable pools because of mosquitoes (no policy)
***
no portable swimming pools in Public Housing we pay the water bill and in
the section they pay water bill they have to empty them everyday.
***
We do not allow any pools or water toys because of the potential for wasted
water and danger to the neighbors' children.
***
No pools at all.
***
No we don't allow any pools.
***
Have to be emptied after each use.
***
NO portable swimming pools allowed on any of the Housing Authority property
***
Only allow the very small wading pool. Must empty and put up as soon as the
child gets out of the pool. Never leave outside.
***
H/A has no pool, will have no pool and kiddie pools are not allowed

because of potential waste of water and continual mess with attempts to grow
grass and mow. Has not presented a problem with no complaints from families
(only have a few.
***
We allow wading pools, but they must be emptied and stored off of the grass
every evening.
***
Any type of pool is not allowed because we pay the water bill.
***
In regards to number 3, PHAs may want to check with their liability
insurance carrier on this.
***
We do not allow kiddie pools because they kill the grass.
***
We used to have a policy against this, but realized that the kids didn't have
anything else to do, so we now allow small pools.
***
Unwritten rule against usage of water outside the unit. Playing in the
sprinkler, swimming pools and kiddie pools and/or car washing not allowed.
***
Pools have been banned. Too many residents were leaving 3 and 4 year olds
unattended, water was never in emptied in many cases--even though we had
rules concerning these matters.
***
no policy regarding pools, but it is written on our rules and regulations that we
will not allow containers that hold water of any kind and this includes pools, no
matter how small they are.
***
no pools period
***
We do not have a policy for this. We pay the water bill, which is high in
out town. We have in our lease, not to waste water and discuss this at
move-in (no kiddie pool, washing cars, etc.)
***
NO but we do tell them since we pay the water bill not swimming pools allowed
a kiddy pool is okay not much water for them.
***
Only kiddie pools are allowed. Portable pools are not permitted.
***
THEY ARE NOT ALLOWED.
***
No- would allow kiddie pools
***
We have a policy under our water usage policy regarding kiddie pools.

Tenants are allowed a small wading pool subject to the various conditions
1. Pool will be no deeper than 23 inches and hold less than 120 gal of water
2. Pool will be of temporary nature
3. Pool will be filled on the Resident’s assigned watering days
4. Pool will emptied so that water does not remain overnight. Once emptied, it
will be emptied in such a manner so as not to waste water. It will be emptied in
the grass.
5. Resident agrees that AHA employees are blameless and will not be liable in
the event of any harm to the resident’s life, health or property. And the non
liability extends to use by other residents, children or guest.
***
In our Lease and Community and Residents Rules there are references made to
alterations and or installations as stated below. Our Community Resident Rules
directly addresses the prohibition of swimming pools at public housing units.
See below:
Lease
Section
Authority equipment; or installing additional equipment or major appliance,
including but not limited to clotheslines, telephone jack, ceiling fans, antennas,
wall heaters, swimming pools, trampolines, satellite dishes or other appliances
or fixtures, is strictly prohibited without the prior written approval of the
Authority.

